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1 INTRODUCTION  
 
   This document contains the imformation about out project NotifierS. In this project, user can easily access to 
weekly schedule (lectures, exams, academician informations...), easily add or update schedule and use reminder 
for important events. In addition, teachers can update his/her status (in office/not in office) and students can see 
teacher’s up-to-date status. 
 

1.1 The Story of Our Project 
 

   The story of our project is that students have some problem about their schedule and meeting their instructor. 

We think that this project helps student to solve these problems. Students are losing a lot of time looking at their 

schedule, and also losing a lot of time getting together instructors. If they use this program (in the future), they can 

make an appointment to instructors and easily look at their weekly schedule. It’s too boring to go to the teacher’s 

room and cannot find him there. We think that this app can be developable. 

 

1.2 Background  
 

    Ayşe Simge ÖZGER –  Login Screens & Connections, Styles & Design, Shared Preferences Issues,  
    Umut BAŞARAN – MSSQL Database Connection, Instructors & Student Part  
    Emre ÖVÜNÇ – Reminder Connections , Lecture Add / Remove, Drawer & Fragments 
 

1.3 Who Created Which Part 
 

 Ayşe Simge ÖZGER 

 Login Screens (SharedPreferences) 

 Project Reports 

 Styles & Design and Icons: 

  App Main Icon  

 

 

  Drawer Main Icon and Categories Icon 
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App General Design (Orange Theme like our school) 

  

 

  Login Screen (by using SharedPreferences) 

  

 

  Icons 

   

 

Umut BAŞARAN 

 MSSQL Database Connection 

 Intructors & Student Part 

 Intructor’s Page and Status 

 

 MSSQL 

 

 

Database Connections 
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Intructors Part 

 

 

 Emre ÖVÜNÇ 

 Reminder 

 Lesson + /- 

 Drawer, Fragments 

Reminder 

   

 

Lesson Add / Drop 

  

 

Drawer Screen 
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SQLite Connections 

 

 

Fragments and Buttons 

 

 

1.4 Things That Are Improved Since Presentation 
 

Things that you want us to improve in our project ; 

 Create instructor Page. 

 Instructor should change its status (e.g. I am in office, I am out.) 

 Students should be seen instructor status. 

Things that we improved since out presentation ; 

 We added 2 options at Login Screen one for students, other option for instructor. 

 Instructor can change its status by using “Change Status” button.  

 Students can be seen instructor status. 

 Schedule is added with add and remove options. 

 Students can add their lessons in the schedule. 

 Schedule and Reminder can be seen on the main screen. 
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1.5  How It’s Connected To An Internet Resource? 
 

   The internet connection needs when the user create an account, log into system, want to display instructor’s 

situation and the instructor want to change its situation. There is a java class in the project that is named with 

“ConnectionClass” and there is also a .jar file for connecting database. This “ConnectionClass” includes necessary 

informations to connect sql database. There are five string variables. They are ip, class, db, un and password. Ip is 

the ip adress of database. Class is location of .jar file. Db is the name of database. Un is the user information for 

database. Password is database password. When we want to use database, we just use this class connection. “.jar” 

file is a driver. We added this driver in “NotifierS-Project->app->libs->jtds-1.3.1.jar” as a library. 

There are two tables in database that are “ogrenci_bilgi” and “akademisyen_bilgi”. Students register to 

ogrenci_bilgi database and instructors’ user informations are keeping in akademisyen_bilgi table. Instructors log in 

the system with its own informations and change the situation. Also, the situation of instructor is changing from 

database and students can see updated situations of instructors.  
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2 SYSTEM DESIGN OVERVİEW 
 

 
Logo 

 
 
Register Screen 

 

We designed our NotifierS logo 

ourselves. 

Program needs Name, Surname, 

Academic Mail Address, Password and 

Department for registration. 
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Log In Screen 

 
 
Main Screen 

 

In log in screen, application has two 

options for log in; Student and 

Instructor.  

In student’s main screen, Application 

says Welcome, then shows today’s 

lectures and forthcoming events. 
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Instructor Main Screen 

 
 
Menu 

 

In Menu screen, there are Main Screen, 

Instructors, Schedule, Reminder and 

Log Out buttons. 

In Instructor’s main screen, instructor 

can update his/her status whether in 

office or not. 
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Instructors Screen 

 
 
Department Instructors 

 
 

Only Department Instructors and their 

status are shown in this screen. 

In Instructors screen, student can see 

department instructors and all 

instructors’ lists to know their status. 
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All Instructors 

 
 
Schedule 

 
 

In Schedule Screen, user can add or remove 

chosen lectures. Also user can see his/her 

own schedule. In addition, application 

allows to add alternative schedule. 

Application shows all university 

instructors. 
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Add Program 

 
 
My Schedule 

 

My Schedule screen shows weekly 

schedule. User can go to main screen 

with home button. 

User can add new lecture to schedule 

and specify lecture time & place. 
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Reminder Screen 

 
 
Add New Reminder 

 

Application allows to user to add new 

reminder with this screen. 

In reminder screen, user can see his/her 

added reminders. Also new reminder can 

be added with the attach button at the top 

of screen and go back with the home 

button. 
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3 USER GUIDE 

 
1. Click “NotifierS” icon and start application. 

 

 

2. Then, click “Hesap Oluştur” button and fill in the blanks. 
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3. You can use your mail address when you want to log in the system, but you cannot write “@std.ieu.edu.tr” 

part of this information. 

! (This application switches automatically to main screen when you press “Kayıt Ol” button on the register 

screen.) 

 

4. By using drawer menu, you can see all menu of the program. 

Click   and select your options. 

 

 

  

5. Click  button, and then select a day to add lessons in the schedule. 

 

6. To return main screen you can click  button. 
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7. In the “Ders Ekle” screen, you should fill in the blanks with your lessons information, and finally you click 

“Ekle” button. 

 

 

8. You can see your schedule by using “Benim Programım” button. 

 

 

 

9. In the “Hatırlatıcı” screen, you can add your reminder by using  button. Then you should fill in the 

blanks. 

 

10. Also you can fix and delete reminders.  When you want to fix or delete a reminder , only you need to click 

that reminder.  
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11. Then you want to delete that click “Sil” button. If you want to fix a reminder, you should click “Düzenle” 

button to change informations and save it by pressing again “Düzenle” button.  

 

 
 

12. To return main screen you can click  button. 

 
4 External Factors 
In this project, we generally used tutorials web pages such as android.developer, tutorialspoint and stackoverflow.  

SharedPreferences and design parts are created by Simge Özger. When she coded sharedpreferences part, 

she used web page “gelecegiyazanlar.com” for the small tips. But she used “developer.android” for understand and 

use the main subjects. She faced some problems and needs some bug fixes. When some errors occur, easy to fix 

them with using “stackoverflow.com” . Also to find right solution, she need to search the problem in true way using 

“google.com”.  She designed a logo and designed borders of the screen and colors. When creating NotifierS icon, 

some free icon design websites are used. Than, she used “wikihow.com”  to import icons to application. Other 

design issues done by using the things that done in class with some additional researches. 

SQLite parts are created by Emre Övünç. He used SQLite for coding schedule and reminder. He found a 

tutorial from “gelecegiyazanlar.com” and modified it according to our requirements. To solve all problems in 

android studio, he went to the “stackoverflow.com”. Reminder and Lessons Add/Drop pages have sql connections. 

First address of usage SQLite is “developer.android.com”, then he used other sources. Emre thinks that the biggest 

problem of this project is null pointer error. Because you should check your codes to fix it, there is no solution if 

you dont know what you write. 

 MSSQL parts are created by Umut Başaran. He used SQL for user log in and register, instructor’s situation 

updating and instructor log in. When he connect SQL with Android, he used a tutorial from “parallelcodes.com” 

and he modify the codes. After he coded connection, he prepaired insert and update parts with database. For that, 

he used a tutorial from  “parallelcodes.com” again. The next step is  sending data from activity to activity and other 

fragment. One variable is transfered from one activity and one fragment. For this process, he found an article from 

“stackoverflow.com”. The last step is that how we prepaire instructor page. He used fragment for department 

instructors and all instructors. These two pages had to use listview, so he search how can we use listview in 

fragment. He found some sources from “stackoverflow.com” and “developer.android.com”. All these are big 

problems for Umut’s work. There were many other problems. 
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Links  

Umut Başaran 

. http://www.parallelcodes.com/connect-android-to-ms-sql-database-2/ (connection between SQL and Android 

Studio) 

. http://www.parallelcodes.com/connect-android-to-ms-sql-database/ (insert and update processes for database) 

. http://stackoverflow.com/questions/6510550/android-listview-in-fragment (Listview usage in fragment) 

. https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/ui/layout/listview.html (Listview usage in fragment) 

. http://stackoverflow.com/questions/12536125/findviewbyid-within-fragment (findViewById within fragment) 

. http://stackoverflow.com/questions/12739909/send-data-from-activity-to-fragment-in-android (Send data from 

activity to fragment in android) 

 

Simge Özger 

. https://gelecegiyazanlar.turkcell.com.tr/soru/sharedpreferences-olayini-nasil-uygulayabilirim (SharedPreferences 

usage tutorial) 

. https://stackoverflow.com/questions/11737932/how-to-change-the-icon-of-an-android-app-in-eclipse (Changing 

icon of the app) 

. https://developer.android.com/studio/write/theme-editor.html (Theme editing) 

. https://stackoverflow.com/questions/36344977/android-studio-toolbar-as-action-bar-error (App bar error) 

. http://www.wikihow.com/Create-Icons (How to create icons) 

 

Emre Övünç 

. https://gelecegiyazanlar.turkcell.com.tr/konu/android/egitim/android-401/veritabani-kullanimi (SQLite usage 

tutorial) 

. https://stackoverflow.com/questions/14143886/nullpointerexception-when-trying-to-insert-into-sqlite-android 

(Null Pointer exception ) 

. https://developer.android.com/training/implementing-navigation/nav-drawer.html (Drawer menu) 

. https://github.com/codepath/android_guides/wiki/Fragment-Navigation-Drawer (Drawer coding) 

. https://stackoverflow.com/questions/26868858/navigation-drawer-error-android (Drawer error) 

 

http://www.parallelcodes.com/connect-android-to-ms-sql-database-2/
http://www.parallelcodes.com/connect-android-to-ms-sql-database/
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/6510550/android-listview-in-fragment
https://developer.android.com/guide/topics/ui/layout/listview.html
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/12536125/findviewbyid-within-fragment
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/12739909/send-data-from-activity-to-fragment-in-android
https://gelecegiyazanlar.turkcell.com.tr/soru/sharedpreferences-olayini-nasil-uygulayabilirim
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/11737932/how-to-change-the-icon-of-an-android-app-in-eclipse
https://developer.android.com/studio/write/theme-editor.html
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/36344977/android-studio-toolbar-as-action-bar-error
http://www.wikihow.com/Create-Icons
https://gelecegiyazanlar.turkcell.com.tr/konu/android/egitim/android-401/veritabani-kullanimi
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/14143886/nullpointerexception-when-trying-to-insert-into-sqlite-android
https://developer.android.com/training/implementing-navigation/nav-drawer.html
https://github.com/codepath/android_guides/wiki/Fragment-Navigation-Drawer
https://stackoverflow.com/questions/26868858/navigation-drawer-error-android
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5 README 
In this project, we used tree different sources. They are SharedPreferences, SQLite and MSSQL.  

For the SharedPreferences, we use it for that reasons; 

1) When the user log-in the system first time or create new account, informations which username and 

password are saved into phone’s log file. Program controls the phone’s log file first when the user want to 

log-in the system. If log file is empty, it controls the sql dtabase. 

For the SQLite, we use it for that reasons; 

1) When the user want to add lessons, we provide that with SQLite. All informations about the lesson like day, 

time and class are saved into a database with SQLite.  

2) When the user want to add an important event like exam, he can be use reminder. Reminder saves events’ 

informations into another database. 

3) In Homepage screen, lessons and important events are shown under favour of SQLite. 

For the MSSQL, we use it for that reasons; 

1) In Create Account screen, user should fill all informations. When the process success, all informations are 

saved into sql database.  

2) In Login screen, the user informations are controlled from sql database.   

3) In Homepage screen, Welcome Name-Surname informations are getted from sql database. 

4) In Instructors screen, All Instructors and Lecture Instructors pages are filtered from database and getted 

informations like instructor’s situation.  

Sources Versions: 

MSSQL = SQL SERVER 2012 

SQLite and SharedPreferences = Android Studio 2.0 

 

6 LINKS 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wS5iA42AVQ4 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wS5iA42AVQ4

